**PRODUCT NEWS**

**Force5's Fire & Rescue** works as a corrosion inhibitor, a lubricant, and a cleaner to keep vehicles and essential gear in good working order. It penetrates metal parts to prevent rust and corrosion while forming a bond that repels water and other contaminants to ensure the proper function of equipment while prolonging usable life. It can also be used on portable lights, power tools, generators, and inverters and is also a lubricant and cleaner that removes dirt, grime, grease, and even existing rust on metal parts and fasteners. The deep penetrating lubricant makes even hydrants with rusty threads easy to use as well.

[www.force5products.com](http://www.force5products.com), 678-883-3578

---

**StreetWise CADlink's StreetWise Responder** personal smartphone response app for Android and iPhone focuses on the features individual responders need. It fully integrates with notifications alert users when software is inactive; user-selectable audible alert when a new call is received; dual-source location geocoding with accuracy advisories; real-time unit and responder location tracking on a tactical map; navigation route overlay and live traffic conditions; and much more.

[www.streetwisecadlink.com](http://www.streetwisecadlink.com), 800-718-8027

---

**Re-Grip** is an easy-to-use product for anything that needs a comfortable and safe grip. Simply add or replace a grip to any tool, handle, or lever in just three steps. It can be placed on items such as fire hose, sledgehammers, jack hammers, axes, and so on to avoid hand blisters and discomfort from arthritis/carpal tunnel.

[www.re-grip.com](http://www.re-grip.com), 800-607-8931

---

**Ontario Knife Company's (OKC's) Fire SPAX** is a combination fire ax/halligan and pry bar multitool that is part of the Fire, Law Enforcement, EMTs, and the other suite of StreetWise products, so you'll always know who is responding on your call, where they are, and what they're doing. Features include instant call alert when software is active, and push